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life for the different varieties of ties as determined by Mr. Hough.1
table XXV1L—life of ties
White oak		7.4 years.
Red oak		5.0 years.
Chestnut		7.1 years.
Southern pine		6.5 years.
White pine		6.5 years.
Red cedar		11.8 years.
It is generally considered advisable to specify preservative
treatment for ties in order to increase their life, although it is
difficult to determine from experience thus far just how much
the life is extended thereby. Probably a fair average price for
an untreated tie throughout the country is 70 cts. with a possible
15 cts. per tie increase for treatment. Ties which have been
embedded in concrete in city construction have shown par-
ticularly long life, averaging from 10 to 20 years with many rail
replacements. The replacement of rails and removal and re-
placement of spikes during realignment often shorten the life
of a tie when it has not decayed. Screw spikes have been pro-
posed to obviate this difficulty, but they are little used at present
because of their higher first cost and the greater time required for
installation and removal.
It has been found recently that screw spikes used with chloride
of zinc treated ties have very short life due to galvanic action
between the zinc salts and the steel of the spikes. This, together
vtith the difficulty noted below which ties thus treated some-
times introduce in the operation of signals, have brought about the
rather general use of hard wood ties without treatment or soft
wood ties confined to creosote treatment.
Reinforced concrete and steel ties have been experimented
with, especially abroad. Whereas concrete and steel substruc-
tures are replacing ties to a large degree in city streets, the wooden
tie for interurban or steam railroad use has not been replaced to
my extent in this country.
The dimensions of ties for interurban use are similar to those
:or steam roads, averaging 6 in. X 8 in. X 8 ft., although 5
,n. ties may be found occasionally. In third rail construction
i longer tie is installed every 10 ft. to act as a support for the third
rail insulator. The spacing of ties will be found to vary from
15 to 30 in., but an average dimension may be taken as 2 ft. Ties
*" Practical Electric Bailway Handbook," by A. B. Herrick.

